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RESPECTIVE ROLES OF ECA, NATIONAL GOVERNMENTS,

DONOR COUNTRIES AND ALL ORGANIZATIONS'INVOLVED

IN THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE TRANS-AFRICAN HIGHWAY

■ ECA will be the Executing Agency and will be generally responsible

for the implementation of the project, namely, constructing an all-weather

road link between Mombasa and Lagos, passing through Uganda, the Democratic

Republic of Congo, the Central African Republic and the Federal Republic

of Cameroon, and defining the conditions for its use (traffic regulations,

customs formalities, passenger traffic etc.)

As such, ECA will draw up-the general survey and works programme

covering the whole of the planned routes. This will involve three phases:

(l).. A preliminary survey, on the basis of existing documents,

and field studies, to determine the selection of itineraries

for the final route; . ;

(2) The preparation of preliminary and o"ther plans for the

various sections of the highway, with due regard to the

requirements of the States through whose territory it passes";1.

(3) The execution and supervision of work.

Simultaneously, a team is to be appointed to study traffic regulations

(characteristic features of bridges, drains, tunnels etc. in accordance with

the international highway code, left or right-hand driving, speed limits,

road signs, etc.); problems relating to goods and passenger traffic,

(customs formalities, entry and exit permits, driving licences, etc.) The

regulations governing each of these fields must obviously be uniform over

the whole of the route.
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Phase I

The first phase is to be conducted under ECA's direction and respons

ibility. The results of the preliminary survey, with grounds for alternative

routes suggested, must be submitted in writing for the approval of the Co- j

ordinating Committee. For obvious reasons, therefore, the teams involved ^

in the first phase should be independent of the Governments of the States '

concerned.

The route proposed in the document presented at the Co-ordinating'

Committee Meeting oh 14 June might appear arbitrary and will certainly be

contested. It was chosen on the basis that the accepted route must entail

the least expenditure and make use of existing major all-weather road links.

The fact that the route passes close to the frontiers of a number of

countries will certainly draw reactions from them. The proposed route might

conceivably arouse the interest of the Governments of Tanzania, the Sudan,

Rwanda, the People's Republic of the Congo, Chad, the Niger and, possibly,

Ethiopia and Somalia, none of which were represented at the Co-ordinating

Committee Meeting on 14 June. Perhaps provision would be made for the con

struction of feeder roads to link the countries named with the Trans-African

Highway, in the most economical way: a system of tributary roads, somewhat ;

like the drainage system of a river basin.

The magnitude of the problems involved should be appreciated. A

satisfactory solution" can be found only in a multinational context' with a.

co-ordinating or executing agency not influenced by any differences that

may exist between the countries concerned. The importance of this proviso

will be clear when the time comes to gather together the technical evidence

on which the final decisions will be based and these decisions will, of

course, be made at Government level.
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To discharge these responsibilities, ECA. must be able to draw on

competent technical staff, capable of preparing an estimate of the studies

required and specifications for the various enterprises involved, which

must have the best possible reputation.

Phase II

= During the second phase, which includes the preparation of. preliminary

and operational plans, responsibility will be shared by the participating

African Governments,, through their national departments, and .by ECA. The

segments of road to .be"constructed or improved in each country will be

determined after.the,completion^,the first phase of work, and respons

ibility will then pass'from ECA to the .technical departments of the countries

concerned.

At this stage, ECA will-provide assistance to-ensure that the plans

conform to the routes agreed, and are in accordance with the general pro

visions and conditions established for the Highway as a whole. ,The actual

drafting of plans will be the responsibility of Government departments.

Phase III

The principle of shared responsibility by ECA and Governments could

also be applied to the third phase which will consist of the execution and

supervision of earthworks, surfacing and the construction of tunnels, via-

ducts, bridges, etc. .

FINANCING

The first phase of the operations which come under the heading of pre-

investment studies could be financed either by:
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- FINANCING - '

The first phase of the operations which come under the heading of pre-

investment studies could be financed either by:

(a) A joint request to UNDP from all the African Governments concerned,

in the form of a regional project request prepared and sponsored

;by ECA; ■ '

(b) A joint roquet ~oy EO.i to ihj European Development Fund, since

three of the six countries directly involved are associate' members

of EEC, and the other three could become associate members if

Great Britain joins the Common Market;

(c) Requests from ECA to the Governments of the developed cuuntrios

which might be interested in contributing to the project as a

multinational African venture or to banking establishment^ which

might be prepared to grant loans on a very long term o

The international character of the work involved in the construction of

the Trans-African Highway nJ.es out bilateral co-operation as a possibility

during the first phase»

The second and third phases which include operational plan preparation

and project implemsntation could be financed in one of the ways siiggea'teo.

for the firs^ phase, by a combination of the three methods or by bilateral

agreements- In any case, iXA ma.ii; be "bx-oaghi; in*co the negotiations whenever

it is not directly responsible for them. This will ensure a certain unity

in the implementation of the v-ro.iect which is likely-to be a long and arduous

undertaking* It is precisely for this reason that ECA's primary task will

be to ensure that the operations are made to fit into the agreed time

schedule.

1 July 1971


